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accordance with the plain intent and meaning of the language used, whether oral or written, provided the meaning of this language be clear, and neither party is allowed to plead either carelessness in the reading of the terms thereof or ignorance of the meaning of the language used. It goes almost without saying, however, that apparent or evident mistakes in the use of language will be corrected by the court. However, the following
kinds of mistakes will lead to  a  decision  that no contract was
% really entered into  because of utter failure of the parties  to
agree to the same thing.
(a)    Mistake concerning nature of transaction^ as where a person, by mistake, signs a document of an entirely different  character from   that which  he  intended  to sign, as where he signs a bond instead of a   petition, or a deed  instead of a   lease,   the   two   documents   being   similar   in   form   and appearance.    In such cases it is  held  that the "mind of the signer did not accompany the signature" and therefore he never agreed to such a proposition.     If   it can be shovyn, however, that the mistake resulted from negligence to  read  the terms of the proposition, and that, while the signer under.stood  In  a general way the  character of  the document,  but did not read  it over carefully, or perhaps did not read it, at all, he will  he held to the contract, because of his culpable nr^lif'jenee.    This only holds where the plea of fraud on the part of the other party to the contract is not maintained.
(b)    Mistake concerning person with whom contract 18 made, as "where A contracts with H, thinking that he is contracting with  C,  there  can  obviously   be  no eonlrae.t, for B not being present to A's mind, A can not be a consenting party to a contract with B."     This, of course,  does   not  affect contracts made through agents, when the agency in declared.
(c)    Mistake concerning Subject-matter of Contract.    If the parties contracting engage themselves concern-

